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The end of the year is upon
us, and at this time the number of justified and more significantly unjustified fears and
nervousness about the future
increases dramatically. Ever
since I started in this business
there has hardly been an
end of year when someone
around me hasn’t croaked up
that this is the end, that from
tomorrow nothing will be the
same and a whole new world
is beginning. But, I wonder, is
this really possible in the world
economy? Are the decisionmakers really capable of
making several million “undesirable” offshore companies
disappear from one moment
to the next? Can the companies responsible for more than
50% of the world’s financial
turnover really be sunk without trace from one day to the
next? Naturally, this is all possible. Basically, and in theory
it could be true. It is an undeniable and very visible reality
that the international bodies,
with the OECD, EU and USA
at their helm, are fanatically waging war on the small
countries, where it is easy for
them to flex their muscles. The
Seychelles or the British Virgin
Islands are easy targets for

the inquisitors,
but they don’t
know where to
start with countries such as,
for
example,
Hong
Kong.
The
central
Chinese leadership would soon
enlighten anyone who tries
to pick a fight
with them: Hong
Kong is part of
China, and here the Chinese
leadership makes the decisions, and nobody is going to
dictate to them from abroad.
From the above, it can
be seen that the bargaining
power of the different jurisdictions is very varied. Some can
be dealt with as they please,
while others are tougher
nuts to crack. At the same
time, we should also examine and define exactly what
we mean by the term “offshore”. If we return to earlier
definitions, going back some
20-30 years, then offshore
company typically meant a
company established in some
small country where there
was either no tax or the tax
was a minimum, almost token
amount. The reduced rate of
tax was, or is, given on the
condition that the company
carried out no activities in the
country of registration, thus
ensuring that the tax interests of the given country are
not damaged and there is
no outflow of funds from that
country. Offshore, then, signified a type of physical location, which was connected
to tax planning and optimisation. Until now this all worked
well, with the company set up

outside the beneficial owner’s
country with a foreign bank
account, and the funds accumulating in the account
being partly kept there and
partly returned to the economy in the form of investments.
However, as the low-tax
jurisdictions became more
successful
and
attracted
more and more capital, the
countries with high rates of
tax started to revolt, claiming
that the capital was deserting them and migrating to
those countries where it could
achieve more, under more
attractive conditions and basically could be used more
effectively.
And here we have reached
the crux of the matter.
According to Marx, the first
law of capitalism is the law
of profit. Capital always seeks
the route in the world where
it can achieve the greatest
profit. This is like a mountain
stream which starts at the
peak and follows the path
which allows it to flow the
most quickly. If the conditions
are more advantageous in
one country, with lower taxes
and higher rewards and similar or even lower risk than in
other countries, then sooner
or later the capital will find its
way there. This is dictated by
the ruthless logic of the competition of capitalism. This was
true 100 years ago, and today it is probably even more
so when we can transfer our
money from London’s stock
exchange to Frankfurt’s or
can buy securities in Tokyo at
the press of a button on our
computer.
Now, though, we have to
ask some more questions.
Are other laws capable of
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replacing the law of profit? I
think the answer here is clearly “no”; here everybody wants
to win; the entrepreneur, who
has the capital,
invests in order to
maximise his profit.
This law can not just
be eliminated, as
restricting the effectiveness of capital would remove
the point of the
whole thing. If lack
of profit means it is
not worth investing
capital, then this
would eventually
undermine the entrepreneurial spirit.
This is where we reach
the most important part of
the topic, the human factor.
And the question, can human nature change? Could
it be that someone who goes
into business wanting to profit won’t want to win just as
much tomorrow? Then more
and more? And as his business grows he won’t want the
growth to spread? The answer
is an emphatic no. Human
nature hasn’t changed for
thousands of years. There will
always be a segment of society who, materially speaking,
want more than the average.
Who are prepared to fight,
push, take on projects, sacrifice time and energy in the
interest of material success.
And it won’t be at the poker
table that they do all this. At
the most it could be some
stock exchange, reached
through virtual channels, but
even this is part of the business
world.
However, those who want
to win in the business world
seek those tools and methods
which allow them to maximise their profits. Low-tax companies, and similar solutions,
were, are and will be such
tools. This is a little bit like doping in sport. Unfortunately,
those who resort to doping
are capable of greater results
and gain an advantage over
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their competitors. Successful
businessmen
realised
this
years ago. All you have to do
is look at the famous and suc-

cessful entrepreneurs of any
country. Show me just one
who hasn’t been involved
in “doping” with an army of
offshore companies behind
their businesses! They couldn’t
have done it, if they hadn’t
used these possibilities, and
would have fallen mercilessly
behind their competitors.
But is this the same offshore
that is being attacked from all
sides? So what will be the outcome? Won’t it be possible to
use any of it in the future? The
answer is yes, but the whole
game will be much more
complex. There will always be
jurisdictions which want to attract capital and foreign entrepreneurs with lower taxes.
We don’t have to worry that
the rivalry between countries
when it comes to differences
in taxes will ever disappear.
They can not agree on a unified tax rate within the EU, let
alone in the case of 200 countries worldwide.
However, while in the past
offshore meant a type of geographical position, in the future it will come to be a synonym for “outside the country”.
We can also see how some
jurisdictions disappear, and
others pop up as replacements, or rather the emphasis
is placed on those offering
better conditions. Many more
people will take advantage of
migration, whereby the same

company is re-registered from
one country to another. There
have also been examples of
this in the past. In 2006, for example, when Niue decided
that it was no longer possible
to incorporate new companies there and that existing
ones could only be maintained for two more years, a
significant number of companies were re-registered in
the Seychelles and Belize. It
will be a bit like cloud storage
in the computer world: if the
conditions are not favourable
on one server, then we switch
to another one.
So offshore will become a
sort of collective term, meaning not so much a given country, but rather a method in
asset protection. Here, again,
I have taken a giant step forward, as in the future the emphasis will be far more on asset protection, the safe-placing of assets. But let’s have a
look at the worst case scenario: unified tax rates will apply
all over the world – naturally
this is only possible in theories
– and everybody pays everything due to the state coffers. What will happen then?
Capital will continue to accrue in the hands of the businessmen, and they will want
to use this, to administer their
fortunes, as long as they live,
before passing it on to the
next generations as inheritance. To this end the Offshore
Financial Centres have developed legal formats perfect for
the holding of assets and en-

Anglo-Saxon territories, there
is no competitive alternative
anywhere in the world. And
what is even more important,
these vehicles are totally legal and are affordable for the
average businessman. On the
other hand, we do not have
to worry about inheritance
tax being scrapped, and only
have to look at the minimal
amount which has to paid in
the UK. 
I could list the reasons which
support the theory that the
profit law can not be replaced
because human nature has
remained unchanged for
thousands of years. Those with
a desire to enter into business,
who want to start enterprises,
do so because they want to
be successful, because they
want more than others and
as a result are constantly on
the lookout for advantageous
possibilities and tools. There
is nothing bad or unnatural
about this, and the process
will be perpetual, all the while
that Man lives on earth and
private enterprise still exists.
On the basis of the law of supply and demand, if demand
for something exists, sooner
or later supply will follow. And
the same applies to our story,
too. At the most, the format
changes over the decades.
Our line of business is currently
heading for such a period of
transformation. 5 or 10 years
from now we will all be part of
a totally new financial world
order, which today we can’t
even begin to imagine…
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Jurisdiction spotlight

Marshall Islands
Location:

Group of islands in the Pacific Ocean, halfway between
Hawaii and Australia

Constitutional form:

Constitutional government in free association with US

Population:

68 480

Area:

181 km 2

Capital:

Majuro

Currency:

US dollar

Official languages:

Marshallese, English

Time Zone:

UTC +12

1. Company legal form:

Private limited company by shares

2. Method of incorporation:

The Memorandum and Articles of Association must be
signed by the subscribers. The subscriber appoints the
first directors of the company who are then authorised
to issue the company’s shares.

3. Company name:

Must end in “Company”, “Corporation”, “Incorporated”
or “Limited”.

4. Time required for
incorporation:

2-3 weeks

5. Number of directors:

Minimum 1, private individual or company.

6. Number of shareholders:

Minimum 1, private individual or company.

7. Minimum capital:

1 USD

8. Accounting / reporting
requirements:

Not required by law

9. Type of shares:

Registered or bearer shares

10. Annual tax and duties:

No annual tax or duties

11. Annual meeting:

Required each calendar year. First meeting must be
held within 18 months of formation.

12. Disclosure of
beneficiaries:

Not required

With warmest regards,

13. Registered office:

Local registered office is required by law.

László Váradi
LAVECO LTD.

14. Registered
secretary / agent:

Company secretary is required by law.

15. Agreements for the
avoidance of double
taxation:

“exempt” status companies are not subject to the
agreements for the avoidance of double taxation entered into by the Marshall Islands.

I would like to wish all our
readers all the very best for
the end of year festive season.
Enjoy a good rest and charge
up your batteries for the successes awaiting next year.

suring their smooth transfer to
the next generation. Whether
we take the private asset protection foundation or the trust,
which has a history stretching back some 800 years in
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Cyprus taken off the blacklist

BVI: changes in company law
In accordance with the changes in the law, it will now be possible to re-use

In a statement issued on October 31st 2012, the Russian Ministry of

names of companies which have been dissolved or struck off, or where the

Finance confirmed that Cyprus had been removed from its blacklist of

name has been changed. In the case of bearer shares, in the future registered
agents which will have to keep records which show not only the name of the

tax-haven jurisdictions. This step by the Russians came about as a result

possessor of the shares, but also the beneficial owner. The possessor of the shares

of the protocol signed by the two countries on October 7th 2010 on the signing of an

can not be considered as the owner, as he is merely holding the shares which have
been entrusted to him, although he can also practice shareholder rights. There has

agreement for the avoidance of double taxation between them. This is an extremely

also been an important change regarding winding-up and liquidation, as a result of

important decision for companies registered in Cyprus. From now on Cyprus can more

which the directors or officers of the company can no longer act as liquidator. The
period during which a struck off company can be restored has also been reduced

freely advertise the tax benefits enjoyed by companies registered there. As we have

from 10 to 7 years from the date on which the company was struck off, as according

mentioned several times in earlier editions of the LAVECO Newsletter, the Cypriot

to the statistics of the court of registration, restoration usually takes place within the
first 7 years.

tax system offers very favourable possibilities for the arrangement of international
investment and holding companies. Cyprus was already popular among both
Russian and other foreign businessmen, as even now it is the number one investor

Topic

in Russia. The amount invested in Russia through Cypriot companies is more than 70
billion euros.

FATCA: the USA pushes on
The United States of America want to find information worldwide on financial movements
of their citizens and companies registered on their territory through the international banking

Slovakia: the end of the single tier
tax system

system. FATCA (Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act) comes into force in the USA on January
1st 2013. Its aim is to ensure the automatic exchange of information between countries in
a standard framework through the signing of bi-lateral agreements. In accordance with
the provisions of the FATCA, banks in countries party to such agreements will be obliged to

Both companies and individuals in Slovakia will have to pay more tax

send information continuously to the IRS (US tax authority). In July 2012 the USA negotiated

from January 1st 2013. Corporation tax will be raised from the current 19% to 23%. For in-

terms with the UK, Germany, France, Italy and Spain, using the model they had developed.

dividuals, the single tier tax system will come to an end. Personal income tax will remain

They even concluded concrete agreements with the UK and

at 19% for amounts up to 3310 euros per year, while above that the rate will be 25%. The

Spain, while also continuing negotiations on the terms of
agreements on the exchange of information with a further

legislators also approved a number of super taxes. One of the newest of

50 jurisdictions. The milestone of the FATCA may be the fight

these is the high public office super tax, which will impose an additional

against the avoidance of taxation, since if they manage to

5% tax on the incomes of MPs, members of the government and the head

successfully spread this internationally, within a few years the

of state.

US tax authority will have access to a complete information system thanks to the information
which the banks will have to provide. The question will be who the Americans are prepared
to share the information with.
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LAVECO life

Christmas dinner for
LAVECO Ltd.’s office in
Budapest
The team from LAVECO’s office in Budapest
celebrated the successes of the year with a
good-spirited dinner. We reflected on the most
significant moments and events of the year.
Not for the first time, the Dionysos Restaurant
played host to the celebrations. This was not by
chance, as the Greek kitchen is both appetising
and

delicious,

and

everything

is

freshly

prepared in the restaurant. The Mediterranean
wines also added to the atmosphere which
developed as the evening went on. We hope
that a year from now we will be celebrating
the end of another year and seeing in a new
one in similar fashion.

Special offers on the LAVECO website
Our marketing team update the LAVECO group’s website (www.laveco.com) on a daily
basis. Items of interesting news now appear on the site much faster than before. At the same
time, we try not to burden our readers with useless bits of news, but rather attempt to offer
only information which is both relevant to our field and up to date.
In addition to news items, a great deal of other information is also made available on the
site in relation to the current special offers. It is also well worth existing clients visiting the site
regularly, not just those who are new to us. It is possible to make considerable savings on
services such as the opening of bank accounts, if, for example, you take advantage of the
special offers available.
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United Kingdom
LAVECO Ltd.

Hungary
LAVECO KFT.

Cyprus
LAVECO LIMITED

3rd Floor, Blackwell House,

33/a Raday street,

Despina Sofia Complex

Guildhall Yard, London

1092 Budapest,

Ap. 202, United Nations 8

EC2V 5AE United Kingdom

Hungary

Drosia 6042, Larnaca, Cyprus

Tel.: +44-207-556-0900

Tel.: +36-1-456-72-00

Tel.: +357-24-636-919

Fax: +44-207-556-0910

Fax: +36-1-456-72-01

Fax: +357-24-636-920

E-mail: london@laveco.com

E-mail: hungary@laveco.com

E-mail: cyprus@laveco.com

Romania
LAVECO-optitax
consult S.R.L.
59 Buzesti Str., A5 Block
1st Scale, 1st Floor, 62nd Flat,
1st District, Bucharest, Romania
Tel.: +40-21-311-61-76
Mob: +40-747-595-132
Fax: +40-21-311-61-82
E-mail: romania@laveco.com

Bulgaria
LAVECO eoOD

SEYCHELLEs
LAVECO Ltd.

Porto Lagos No.1,Ent.2,Floor 5,

Suite 2, Oliver Maradan Bld.

Ap.42, 1463 Sofia, Bulgaria

Oliver Maradan Street,Victoria

Tel.: +359-2-953-2989

Mahé, Seychelle-szigetek

Mob: +359-888-126-013

Tel.: +248-4-322-261

Fax: +359-2-953-3502

Fax: +248-4-324-932

E-mail: bulgaria@laveco.com

E-mail: seychelles@laveco.com
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